Tricky Riddles With Answers

1. **Mind Teaser Game**
   Look at the picture and name the colours in the order. One colour perfectly matches its name. Which word is it?

![Colours Image]

**Answer**

**Answer 1:** Green, Blue, Purple, Red, Navy, Yellow, Blue, Pink, Black, Orange, Turquoise, and Brown.

**Answer 2:** The answer is blue.

MentalUP Brain Teasers: I want to try!

2. **Simple Brain Teaser**
   What do these pictures have in common? Just think different!

![Simple Teaser Image]
Answer: RED! All pictures contain a red colour.

Continue to exercise your brain with MentalUP. You can join in two simple steps to increase your intelligence with progressively challenging brain teasers, and even keep track of your performance with progress reports.

MentalUP Brain Teasers: Try Now!

3. Funny Brain Teasers?

Guess the movie described with the emojis!

Hint: It's also a famous kids' story!

Answer: Cindrella!

Dozens of intelligence questions and hundreds of games in one application; MentalUP! Click to use for FREE!
4. Word Brain Teaser and Answer

Identify the word in the picture.

EXERCISE

The answer is EXERCISE.

Millions of kids improve their cognitive skills like attention, memory, and problem-solving with MentalUP: Start Now!

5. Picture Brain Teasers

If a lion had a Christmas music album, what would it be called? Solve if you are a genius! Or.. you’re just a true music lover
Which is heavier? A pound of feathers or a pound of rocks?

The answer is **Jungle Bells**!

Do you want to improve your linguistic skills with gamified exercises? So click: **MentalUP Brain Game**

---

6. Trick Question and Answer

Which is heavier? A pound of feathers or a pound of rocks?

Neither. Both weigh a pound!

Click for more visual riddle: **MentalUP Brain Teasers**
7. Tricky Brain Question

What can travel around the world while staying in a corner?

The answer is a stamp!

If you want more tricky brain question, MentalUP is for you! Start MentalUP

8. People Buy Me to Eat, but Never Eat Me

What am I?
The answer is easy. It's a plate!

Use the app for more questions and exercises: MentalUP Intelligence Questions

9. Brain Teaser Question

I exist only when there’s light, but direct light kills me. What am I?

The answer is shadow!

Start MentalUP in two simple steps to improve yourself with gradually difficult intelligence questions and follow your progress reports: Click to Try MentalUP's New Games!
10. Trick Question and Answer

Find the odd one out!

1 2 3

Answer: 1

Click for more visual brain questions: MentalUP Brain App